
Moro Blood Orange Care Instructions

Blood orange trees grow as moderate size evergreen plants that bear citrus fruits and can be
kept as large shrubs. They grow and can be kept 5 to 15 feet tall, but can become larger.
Orange trees grow in full sun and well-draining slightly acidic soils. Use high-quality organic
mix and citrus food fertilizer for good soil structure, proper nutrition to have nice growth and
good fruit production for plentiful harvests. Water newly planted trees once or twice per week
(1-2x/week) deeply.

Watering and Weeds

Blood oranges have moderate watering needs that need to be met in order to produce
high-quality fruit. Your tree requires 4 to 6 inches of water every month during hot summers.
Lawn and weeds compete with blood orange trees for moisture, soil nutrients and sunlight. In
addition, lawn mowers can cause damage if you must cut too close to the trunk. Keep the
lawn and pesky weeds at least 12 inches away from the edge of the tree's canopy line.

Feeding Blood Oranges

A blood orange tree needs an annual dosage of 1 cup of 21-0-0 ammonium sulphate fertiliser
for every year of its age. For example, a newly planted tree needs 1 cup total during its first
year, two cups its second year and three cups its third. Split the annual dosage into three
feedings given in February, May and September. Following the specific instructions on the
product's label, scatter the product over the root area and thoroughly water the treated soil to
get the nutrients down to the roots. It is recommended to give the plant about 1 pound of
phosphate into the top 1 inch of soil every three or four years.

Protecting Trees from Cold

Healthy, established blood orange trees can typically tolerate temperature drops down into the
low to mid-20s without suffering wood tissue damage; however frost typically destroys the
blossoms. If temperatures fall below 27F, ice forms inside of the fruit. Protect your tree from
unusual winter weather by covering it with a blanket. Placing an incandescent light bulb
beneath the cover or draping holiday lights throughout the tree can provide it with the warmth
it needs for protection from the cold.

Pruning Blood Orange Trees

Like other sweet orange varieties, a blood orange tree develops an attractive, natural form
without severe pruning. Besides cutting out plant tissue damaged by cold temperatures,



removing dead wood, suckers and extremely weak shoots is the only maintenance pruning a
blood orange needs its first 15 to 20 years of growth. Perform pruning chores in April or May
so the branches don't get sunburned. Some blood orange trees bear thorny twigs, so wear
gardening gloves to protect your hands while pruning.

Harvesting

Harvest blood oranges when the fruit develops full colour and full flavour. Some varieties,
such as the "Moro," mature from early winter through early spring, while others, like the
"Sanguinelli" variety, generally ripens about mid-spring. Still others, such as the vigorous
"Tarocco" cultivar, bears fruit from early to midwinter.

Start tasting when you think the oranges look ripe and keep tasting every week until your
taste buds are splashed with sweet orange highlighted with raspberry overtones. Oranges
don't continue ripening once you pick them, so leave the fruit on the tree until you plan to use
them. Once harvested, the fruit keeps for 4 to 6 weeks in the refrigerator.
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